
Update of GRS type “Muzo green” emerald
report policy
The 1  International Emerald Symposium held in Bogotá, Colombia, October 13-15, 2015

brought together leading members of the gem and jewelry trade from around the world.

There, GRS presented its proprietary color-grading concept for emeralds called GRS type

“Muzo green” which identifies stones with exceptional color saturation and hue.

Gathering helpful feedback from symposium attendees together with fruitful dialogue in

which Dr. Peretti and expert panel members participated; a slight modification to the

current Muzo Green appendices was created which reflects a more neutral phraseology.

The small but valuable adjustment helps to clarify that the various emerald mines in

Colombia can produce this very fine and strongly saturated color.

Geologically speaking, the emerald mines of the western part of the emerald mining areas in

Colombia are found in the so-called “Muzo Rock Formation”. The name Muzo has been

therefore already been used in the scientific world to describe the rock formations

containing emeralds in Colombia. In continuation of this tradition, GRS chose this name

(Muzo) to describe the ‘best color’ for Colombian emeralds.

Below is the revised version of the emerald report appendix:
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Muzo is the most famous of Colombia’s emerald mines. It has produced stones of matchless

beauty for more than a thousand years. The rare, fine, saturated green crystals sometimes

found there are the yardstick by which all other emeralds are judged.
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Page 97: R. Ringsrud.
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For Colombian emeralds, the term “Muzo green” is often awarded to stones which have the

desirable grass green or lime-jello shade. “Muzo green” emeralds don’t actually have the be

from Muzo.
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“The Mogul emperors and the Maharajahs were so enamoured with emeralds that they had

adorned their crowns and embellished their thrones with this gemstone. Their emerald

collection was so extensive that people thought India had a secret mine centuries ago. Those

emeralds actually came from Muzo.” – Mr. Gilles Haumont

Gemstone expert Gary Roskin, host of the Roskin Gem News Report and adjunct instructor of

gemmology at The Fashion Institute of Technology at the State University of New York, said

Muzo emeralds are known for their depth of colour and their richness of pure green with a

hint of blue or yellow. “They can be found in large sizes and with wonderful transparency.

Colour, which is the most important factor, size and transparency place Muzo on the

mountain’s peak for the world’s finest emeralds,” Mr Roskin said. “Probably the most

incredible nature of Muzo is that it not only produces the finest quality emerald in the world,

it has been doing so since the Spaniards came to Colombia several hundred years ago, and

possibly as far back as the 1500s.” “There are magnificent emeralds from other parts of the

world, most notably Pakistan and Afghanistan; but Colombia, and Muzo in particular,

because of its unique geologic formation, produces them in a consistent stream,” – Mr. Gary
Roskin
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